
Packing the car 
by Simon Calder. 



…they take tough gear in tough

vehicles. The best example is the

film crew. I’ve spent enough

time with them to observe that

they travel the world having the

times of their lives. But to do

this properly and professionally

demands reliability and flexibility.

Out with the battered old van, 

in with a modern vehicle 

that provides the traveller’s 

holy trinity of space, comfort 

and performance. 

Next, for the long haul – and 

the long term – hard-sided cases 

are an excellent investment.

They also provide maximum

protection for the contents. 

You might even consider flight

cases – you know, those shiny,

industrial-looking containers

that film crews adore. But even

if you only possess soft-sided

cases, the fact that you won’t

need to entrust them to the

tender mercies of the airline

baggage system should extend

their lifespan. 

When the going gets tough... 

You may think you are simply setting off on holiday, and be rejoicing

in the flexibility and freedom that a vehicle confers compared with

the modern nightmare of packing for a flight. Quite right, too: as the

rules and restrictions imposed by airlines and airports get ever more

draconian, the family car looks ever more friendly. But to make the

most of your transportational liberty, pack wisely. The more carefully

your pack, the more carefree you can be. 



Adopt the same discipline as

airline passengers in terms of

what you consign to the back 

of the car, and what you keep

accessible for the journey. 

Trust me – the palaver that

comes with stopping specially 

to find those elusive blankets/

guidebooks/fleeces adds time,

stress and possibly even risk to

your journey. 

Anticipate the unexpected: 

if you are fortunate enough to

have a small child or two as

travelling companions, wet

wipes and replacement tops

should be on hand for the odd

small emergency. 

Happily, there’s no ‘liquids’ or 

‘sharps’ rule for motorists and 

their passengers. Make the 

most of the cubby-holes to store

safely and accessibly those

en-route essentials such as

drinks and snacks you think you

might need, plus the in-car

entertainment – from CDs to the

latest techno-toys for smaller

members of the party. And pack

your maps, sunglasses, boiled

sweets, and coins and notes 

for tolls in the front seat area.

Get a collection of those cheap

and handy plastic containers in

different shapes and sizes. 

Loose items can be infuriating

when you can’t find them, and

may pose a potential danger. 

The most prominent item: the

First Aid kit. Ensure you can lay

your hands on it instantly. 

In the boot: before you start

loading up, lay out everything

you think you will need on the

driveway. Then pack

professionally, starting with

weight, not bulk. The heaviest

items should be evenly

distributed as low as possible, 

to lower the centre of gravity and

improve performance. To borrow

another concept from the airline

business: get the weight and

balance right and you’ll improve

everything from tyre wear and

fuel economy to safety. 

Duvets or sleeping bags on top,

please! They also serve as cover-

alls for keeping the contents of

your vehicle confidential. 

In the cabin, or in the hold? 



If you need a roof rack, you’re

probably carrying too much

stuff! Ecology and economy go

together: after all those boffins

have spent their working 

lives perfecting the vehicle’s

aerodynamics, it’s a shame to

disrupt the sleek, efficient

performance with extraneous

fixtures and fittings. You’re going

on holiday, not on an expedition

across the Gobi Desert. 

The more flexible the vehicle’s

space, the better the chance 

of fitting in those bulky and 

odd-shaped extras such as a

tent, mountain bikes and even

inflatable kayaks. 

Up on the roof? 

Our favourite foreign country for

motoring is France. By happy

coincidence, it is also the nation

par excellence for enticing

overnight stays to break up a

long journey from the Channel

ports. You could rush from

Calais to the Cote d’Azur in a

demanding 12 hours, but how

much more pleasant and

rewarding to stop off in

a friendly, family run hotel in 

an historic town or village. 

That requires a third category 

of luggage: the overnight

essentials. Keep a bag or two

with washing, night clothes, 

etc, easily accessible. 

Stopping over along the way? 



The most precious cargo

deserves the best treatment.

First, be aware that when you

are packing and unpacking,

younger members of the family

are potentially vulnerable. 

Don’t let them wander off as

your attention is elsewhere. 

The safest place to put them, 

of course, is in the vehicle. 

Sell it to them by telling them

it’s priority boarding, and that

people pay good money for 

that on easyJet and Ryanair. 

As passengers on budget airlines

know, the prospect of having an

empty seat in the centre of a row

of three is a godsend. Some

canny vehicles even allow you 

to fold down the middle seat 

to create a table. Now that’s what

I call club class. 

The driver deserves special

attention, too. It’s all about

keeping clear: he or she must

have unobstructed views and 

be unencumbered by any loose

bits of luggage. My personal

obsession is keeping the floor

scrupulously clear, and my

mantra: what would Lewis

Hamilton do? In terms of staying

safe, I mean, rather than going

very fast. 

Packing the people. 

Map or sat-nav? 
Both! Accurate advice in a

calming voice is just what you

need to navigate around Paris or

Munich in the rush-hour. But a

good road atlas will enable 

you to plan the ideal journey.

Getting there can be half 

the fun. 


